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We study the one-dimensional representations of even-dimensional Brownian
local time in two ways. The first result is obtained by the application of the odd-
dimensional case. The second is led by the plane wave decomposition of the $-func-
tion. The Hilbert transform of derivatives of local time is considered in the second
result, in which Hermite functions of the second kind appear in the kernel of the
WienerIto^ decomposition.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let [B|s ] (| # S
r&1) be one-dimensional Brownian motion such that
d(B|1} , B
|2
} ) s=(|1 , |2) ds, S
r&1 denoting the unit sphere in Rr and
(C, V) on the right-hand side the Euclidean inner product on Rr. Then it
is clear that there exists an r-dimensional Brownian motion [Bs] satisfying
B|s =(|, Bs); i.e., an r-dimensional Brownian motion is reconstructed by
its projections to | # Sr&1.
We consider the same problem for multidimensional Brownian local
time, which was induced by Imkeller and Weisz [6] as a generalized
Wiener functional; i.e., we reconstruct multidimensional Brownian local
time L(t, x) as one-dimensional Brownian local times L|(t, !) correspond-
ing to [(|, Bt)]. In [8], the author obtained a plane wave decomposition
of odd-dimensional Brownian local time.
Assume that r is odd. Let L(t, x) be the local time for r-dimensional
Brownian motion [Bs]. Then it holds that
L(t, x)=
1
(&4?) (r&1)2
1(12)
1(r2) |Sr&1 L
(r&1)(t, x, |) _(d|)
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in the sense of generalized Wiener functionals, where
L(r&1)(t, x, |)=
d r&1
d!r&1
L|(t, !) }!=(x, |) . (1.1)
It goes without saying that the differentiability of L|(t, !) and the
integrability of L(r&1)(t, x, |) are justified in the context of generalized
Wiener functionals. That is, we reconstructed odd-dimensional Brownian
local times by one-dimensional Brownian local times. We note here that
the decomposition above is formally obtained by the plane wave decom-
position of the odd-dimensional $-function;
$0(x)=
1
(&4?) (r&1)2
1(12)
1(r2) |Sr&1 $
(r&1)
0 ((x, |) ) _(d|),
where $0 on the left-hand side is the r-dimensional Dirac delta function at
0 and on the right-hand side is the one-dimensional function, $ (r&1)0 denot-
ing the (r&1)st derivative of $0 . It should also be noted that Bass [1] has
shown the decomposition for occupation integrals in an almost sure sense
and that Yamada [11] has obtained the decomposition of continuous
Brownian additive functionals of zero energy in the sense of distribution.
In this paper we consider the even-dimensional case in two ways. The
first strategy is as follows. Let [B s] be a one-dimensional Brownian motion
independent of [Bs]. Since [(Bs , B s)] is an odd-dimensional Brownian
motion, we have the plane wave decomposition of the local time
L(t, (x, y)) (x # Rr, y # R) for [(Bs , B s)]. On the other hand, it is easy to
see that
L(t, x)=|
R
EB [L(t, (x, y))] dy, (1.2)
where EB denotes the expectation with respect to the additional Brownian
motion [B s]. By substituting the plane wave decomposition of L(t, (x, y))
into (1.2), we have a representation for L(t, x). This representation retains,
however, the terms which are concerned with the additional Brownian
motion. Therefore we first take the expectation EB to the derivative of
L|(t, !), which yields the first representation. We should, however, note
that this representation employs an interpolation of one-dimensional local
time instead of local time itself. Details are discussed in Section 3.
The second strategy is simpler. Let H be the Hilbert transform:
HF(x)= lim
=  0, M  
1
? |=<| y&x|<M
F( y)
x& y
dy. (1.3)
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The plane wave decomposition of the even-dimensional $-function is a
follows:
$0(x)=
(&1)1&r2
(4?) (r&1)2
1(12)
1(r2) |Sr&1 H$
(r&1)
0 ((x, |) ) _(d|). (1.4)
Since the local time L(t, x) admits the formal representation
L(t, x)=|
t
0
$x(Bs) ds,
we can easily have the formal decomposition
L(t, x)=
(&1)1&r2
(4?)(r&1)2
1(12)
1(r2) |Sr&1 HL
(r&1)(t, x, |) _(d|). (1.5)
In Section 4 we justify all elements appearing in (1.5) as generalized Wiener
functionals. It should be noted that the Hilbert transform of one-dimen-
sional Brownian local time has been discussed by many authors (see, for
instance, Yor [12], Yamada [9, 10], Biane and Yor [3], and Bertoin
[2]). We assert that the Hilbert transform of any order of derivative of
Brownian local time exists as a generalized Wiener functional.
Finally, the author expresses his gratitude to Professor Yoichiro
Takahashi for his valuable suggestions.
2. PRELIMINARIES AND RESULTS IN THE
ODD-DIMENSIONAL CASE
In this section, we introduce the plane wave decomposition of odd-
dimensional Brownian local time. We begin by preparing some notation.
Let (W r0 , P) be the r-dimensional standard Wiener space: W
r
0=[Bt=
(B1t , B
2
t , ..., B
r
t): [0, )  R
r | Bt is continuous and B0=0] and P is the
standard Wiener measure. Let n=(n1 , n2 , ..., nr) # Zr+ , where Z+ denotes
the totality of non-negative integers, and set |n|=n1+n2+ } } } +nr . Let
In ( fn ) be the n-ple WienerIto^ integral with the kernel function fn ,
fn =fn (t1 , t2 , ..., tn)= fn (t (1)1 , ..., t
(1)
n1
; ...; t (r)1 , ..., t
(r)
nr
)
In ( fn )=|

0
} } } |

0
fn (t (1)1 , ..., t
(1)
n1
; ...; t (r)1 , ..., t
(r)
nr
)
_dB1t1(1) } } } dB
1
tn1
(1) } } } dBrt1(r) } } } dB
r
tnr
(r) ,
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where fn belongs to L2([0, ) |n|  R) and is symmetric with respect to
t( j)1 , ..., t
( j)
nj
for all fixed j ( j=1, ..., r). We denote the totality of such func-
tions by L2n . In the case where n=0, I0( f0) represents a constant. We also
use the notation f0 together with I0( f0). Now we define some classes of
(generalized) Wiener functionals Dser and Ds2 as follows:
Definition 2.1. Let s # R. We set
Dser=[I(f)=(I0( f0), ..., In ( fn ), ...) : fn # L2n , n # Z
r
+]
and
Ds2={I(f) # Dser : &I(f)&22, s # :

n=0
(1+n)s :
|n|=n
n! & fn&2<= ,
where & f & denotes the L2-norm of f and n!=n1 ! n2 ! } } } nr ! for
n=(n1 , n2 , ..., nr).
Remark 2.1. Taking the WienerIto^ decomposition into consideration,
D02 can be identified with L
2(P). Under this identification, Ds2 above coin-
cides with D2, s , in Ikeda and Watanabe [5] or with D
s, 2 in Nualart [7].
We also introduce other classes of (generalized) Wiener functionals. Let
# # R. We set & f &(#) by
& f &2(#)=| } } } |
[0, )n
| f (s1 , ..., sn)| 2 ((s1 6 } } } 6 sn) 7 1)&# ds1 } } } dsn
for a function f # L2([0, )n; ((s1 6 } } } 6 sn) 7 1)&# ds1 } } } dsn), where
x6 y and x7 y denote the maximum and the minimum of x and y, respec-
tively. We denote L2n ([0, )
n; ((s1 6 } } } 6 sn) 7 1)&# ds1 } } } dsn) by L2, #n .
Definition 2.2. Let #<0 and fn # L2, #n . Then In ( fn ) is considered
as a generalized Wiener functional satisfying (In ( fn ), Im (gm )) W=
$n, m n!( fn , gn ) 2 for any gm # L2, &#m , where (V, C) W denotes the pairing of
Wiener functionals and generalized ones, (V, C) 2 the L2([0, ) |n|  R;
ds1 } } } ds |n|)-inner product, and $n, m the Kronecker $.
Definition 2.3. Let # # R, c>0, and \ # R. We set
Dser# =[I(f)=(I0( f0), ..., In ( fn ), ...) : fn # L
2, #
n , n # Z
r
+]
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and
D (c, \)# ={I(f) # Dser# ; &I(f)&2(#, c, \) # :

n=0
cn(1+n)\ :
|n| =n
n! & fn &2(#)<= .
Remark 2.2. It is a matter of course that D (c, \)# /L
2(P) holds when
#>0 and c>1. Moreover, for #<0 and c<1, D (c, \)# can be identified with
the dual space of D (1c, &\)&# .
Under these preparations we introduce the result for the decomposition
of the odd-dimensional Brownian local time obtained in [8]. We start by
introducing the multidimensional Brownian local time given by Imkeller
and Weisz [6].
Lemma 2.1 [6]. Let x({0) # Rr and let t>0 be given. Then there exists
L(t, x) # D:2 such that
|
t
0
pr(=, Bs&x) ds  L(t, x) as =  0 in D:2
for all :<1&r2, where pr(s, x) denotes the r-dimensional Gaussian kernel:
pr(s, x)=
1
(- 2?s)r
e&|s|
22s.
Remark 2.3. When we express the r-dimensional Brownian local time
L(t, x) with a series of multiple Wiener integrals, i.e., in the form
L(t, x)= :

n=0
:
|n| =n
In (gn (x)),
each gn (x) is exactly obtained as
gn (x; s1 , ..., sn)=
1
n! |
t
s1 6 } } } 6 sn \
1
- s+
n
‘
r
j=1
Hnj \ x j- s+
_pr(s, x) ds 1[0, t](s1) } } } 1[0, t](sn), (2.1)
where n=(n1 , n2 , ..., nr), x=(x1 , x2 , ..., xr), and Hn(x) denotes the Hermite
polynomial:
Hn(x)=(&1)n ex
22 \ d
n
dxn
e&x
22+ (n=0, 1, 2, ...).
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We now introduce the result for the decomposition of the odd-dimen-
sional Brownian local time. Let L (r&1)(t, x, |) be the renormalization of
L(r&1)(t, x, |), i.e.,
L (r&1)(t, x, |)=L(r&1)(t, x, |)&E[L(r&1)(t, x, |)],
where L(r&1)(t, x, |) is defined in (1.1).
Proposition 2.1. Suppose r # N and x{0. Then L(t, x) is k times dif-
ferentiable in D;12 with respect to x, where ;1<&r2&k. Moreover, the kth
derivative belongs to D;1+12 .
Proposition 2.2. Let r2 be any positive integer. Let #1<2&r and
\1<12&r. Then L (r&1)(t, x, |) is _(d|)-integrable in D (1r, \1)#1 .
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that r is odd. Let L(t, x) # D:2 (t>0, x({0) # R
r,
:<1&r2) be the r-dimensional Brownian local time. Then the following
equality holds in D:2 :
L(t, x)=
1
(&4?) (r&1)2
1(12)
1(r2) |Sr&1 L
(r&1)(t, x, |) _(d|).
We finish this section by introduction the inversion formula for the
Radon transform, which is equivalent to the plane wave decomposition of
the $ function (see, for instance, Helgason [4]).
Let f be a function on Rr, which is integrable on each hyperplane in Rr.
Let | # Sr&1 and ! # R. The Radon transform R [ f ] of f is defined by
R [ f ](|, !)=|
(x, |)=!
f (x) dx,
where dx denotes the Lebesgue measure on the hyperplane [x; (x, |)=!].
The dual Radon transform is also defined as follows. Let . be a locally
integrable function on Sr&1_R such that .(|, !)=.(&|, &!). The dual
Radon transform R8 [.] is
R8 [.](x)=|
Sr&1
.(|, (|, x) ) _(d|),
_(d|) denoting the uniform probability measure on Sr&1.
Remark 2.4. Proposition 2.2 asserts that the dual Radon transform of
r&1! L
|(t, !) exists in D (1r, \1)#1 , where !=!.
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We now introduce the inversion formula for the Radon transform. Sup-
pose that r is odd. Let f be a Schwartz rapidly decreasing function on Rr.
Then we have the following inversion formula:
f=
1
(&4?) (r&1)2
1(12)
1(r2)
R8 _\ d
r&1
d!r&1
R [ f ]+&
=
1
(&4?) (r&1)2
1(12)
1(r2)
_|
Sr&1 \
d r&1
d!r&1 |( y, |)=! f ( y) dy+}!=(x, |) _(d|). (2.2)
In the case where r is even, the following formula holds,
f=
(&1)1&r2
(4?)(r&1)2
1(12)
1(r2)
R8 _\H d
r&1
d!r&1
R [ f ]+&
=
(&1)1&r2
(4?)(r&1)2
1(12)
1(r2)
_|
Sr&1 \H
d r&1
d!r&1 |( y, |)=! f ( y) dy+}!=(x, |) _(d|), (2.3)
where H denotes the Hilbert transform defined in (1.3).
3. ADDITIONAL BROWNIAN MOTION METHOD
(FIRST STRATEGY)
In this section we decompose the even-dimensional Brownian local time
along the lines of the first strategy mentioned in Section 1. First we note
the following relation between r- and (r+1)-dimensional Brownian local
times.
Proposition 3.1. Let x({0) # Rr, y # R, and :<1&r2. Let [B s] be
one-dimensional Brownian motion independent of [Bs], and let L(t, (x, y))
be the (r+1)-dimensional Brownian local time. Then it holds in D:2 that
L(t, x)=|
R
EB [L(t, (x, y))] dy,
where EB denotes the expectation with respect to the additional Brownian
motion [B s].
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Proof. Since the operator EB coincides with the projection to the zeroth
chaos with respect to [B s], EB
 [L(t, (x, y))] admits the representation
EB [L(t, (x, y))]= :

n=0
:
|n| =n
I(n, 0)(g(n, 0)((x, y))),
where
g(n, 0)((x, y); s1 , ..., sn)=
1
n! |
t
s1 6 } } } 6 sn \
1
- s+
n
‘
r
j=1
Hnj \ xj- s+
_pr+1(s, (x, y)) ds 1[0, t](s1) } } } 1[0, t](sn),
n=(n1 , n2 , ..., nr), and x=(x1 , x2 , ..., xr).
By a slight computation, we can easily show that EB [L(t, (x, y))] # D:2
and
&EB [L(t, (x, y))]&22, :C( |x|2+ y2)&(r+1),
which induces &EB [L(t, (x, y))]&2, : # L2(dy). Moreover, we can easily
show that EB [L(t, (x, y))] is continuous with respect to y in D:2 . Therefore
we know that EB [L(t, (x, y))] is integrable with respect to y in D:2 and
moreover
|
R
EB [L(t, (x, y))] dy= :

n=0
:
|n|=n
I(n, 0) \|R g(n, 0)((x, y)) dy+ .
It is easy to see that
|
R
g(n, 0)((x, y)) dy= gn (x),
which completes the proof. K
We next define a Wiener functional M(t, !, |^).
Definition 3.1. Let ! # R and |^=(|, |1) # Sr, where | # Rr and
|1 # R. We set
M(t, !, |^)={|
t
0
1
- 2?|21s
exp {&(!&(|, Bs) )
2
2|21s = ds, (|1{0),
L|(t, !), (|1=0),
where L|(t, !) is the local time corresponding to [(|, Bs)].
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Remark 3.1. In the case where |||{0, we have the expression for
M(t, !, |^) above in a series of multiple Wiener integrals with respect to
[(|, Bs)|||]
M(t, !, |^)= :

n=0
In( g^n(!, |^)),
where
g^n(!, |^; s1 , ..., sn)=
|||n
n ! |
t
s1 6 } } } 6 sn \
1
- s+
n
Hn \ !- s+
_p1(s, !) ds 1[0, t](s1) } } } 1[0, t](sn).
Therefore it is clear that M(t, !, |^) # D (1|||, \^)0 with \^<12.
Remark 3.2. M(t, !, |^) interpolates L|(t, !) and E[L|(t, !)].
Let gn(!) be the kernel function given in (2.1) in the case where r=1.
Since g^n(!, |^)=|||n gn(!), we can easily obtain the following proposition
with almost the same proof as Proposition 2.1 (proved in [8, Proposi-
tion 2.1]).
Proposition 3.2. Suppose !{0. Then M(t, !, |^) is k times differen-
tiable in D (1||| , \^1)0 with respect to !, where \^1<12&k. Moreover, the kth
derivative belongs to D (1|||, \^1+1)0 .
Set
M (r)(t, (x, y), |^)=
d r
d!r
M(t, !, |^) }!=(x, |) + y|1
and
M (r)(t, (x, y), |^)=M (r)(t, (x, y) |^)&E[M (r)(t, (x, y), |^)].
Then we have the following proposition in the same way as we have
Proposition 2.2 (cf. Proposition 2.2 of [8]).
Proposition 3.3. Let r2 be any positive integer. Let #^1<1&r and
\^1<&r&12. Then M (r)(t, (x, y), |^) is _(d|^)-integrable in D (1r, \^1)#^1 , i.e.,
the dual Radon transform of r! M (t, !, |^) exists in D
(1r, \^1)
#^1
.
Finally, we obtain the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.1. Suppose that r is even. Let L(t, x) # D:2 (t>0, x({0) #
Rr, :<1&r2) be the r-dimensional Brownian local time. Then the following
equality holds in D:2 :
L(t, x)=
1
(&4?)r2
1(12)
1((r+1)2) |R |Sr M
(r)(t, (x, y), |^) _(d|^) dy.
Proof. We can easily expand Sr M
(r)(t, (x, y), |^) _(d|^) as a gener-
alized Wiener functional of [Bs] as
|
Sr
M (t, (x, y), |^) _(d|^)= :

n=1
:
|n| =n
In \|Sr g~ n ((x, y), |^) _(d|^)+ ,
where
g~ n ((x, y), |^; s1 , ..., sn)
=
|n11 } } } |
nr
r
n1 ! } } } nr! |
t
s1 6 } } } 6 sn \
1
- s+
n+r
Hn+r \(x, |) + y|1- s +
_p1(s, (x, |)+ y|1) ds 1[0, t](s1) } } } 1[0, t](sn)
for n=(n1 , n2 , ..., nr). Note that
In \|Sr g~ n ((x, y), |^) _(d|^)+=I(n, 0) \|Sr g~ n ((x, y), |^) _(d|^)+ .
From the inversion formula for the Radon transform (2.2), we have
1
(&4?)r2
1(12)
1((r+1)2) |Sr g~ n ((x, y), |^) _(d|^)= g(n, 0)((x, y)),
and therefore
EB [L (t, (x, y))]=
1
(&4?)r2
1(12)
1((r+1)2) |Sr M
(r)(t, (x, y), |^) _(d|^)
holds, where L (t, (x, y)) denotes the renormalization of L(t, (x, y)), i.e.,
L (t, (x, y))=L(t, (x, y))&E[L(t, (x, y))].
Applying this to Proposition 3.1, we obtain
L (t, x)=
1
(&4?)r2
1(12)
1((r+1)2) |R |Sr M
(r)(t, (x, y), |^) _(d|^) dy.
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Finally, we discuss the case where |n|=0. Let 0r=Rr"[0]. Let D(0r) be
the space of C functions on 0r of compact support, and let D$(0r) be its
dual space. Then it holds that R8 [r! 
t
0 p1(s, !) ds] exists in D$(0r+1). Let
8 # D(0r) and .n be a bounded smooth function on R such that
.n( y)={1, y # (&n, n)0, y  (&n&1, n+1)
and that sup |.n |=1. Then we can easily know that
8_.n , 1(&4?)r2
1(12)
1((r+1)2)
R8 _r! |
t
0
p1(s, !) ds&
=|| 8(x) .n( y) |
t
0
pr+1(s, (x, y)) ds dy dx
 | 8(x) |
t
0
pr(s, x) ds dx
as n  . Therefore 1(&4?)r2 } 1(12)1((r+1)2) R R8 [
r
! 
t
0 p1(s, !) ds]
(x, y) dy can be identified by  t0 pr(x, x) ds, which completes the proof. K
4. HILBERT TRANSFORM METHOD (SECOND STRATEGY)
In this section we given another decomposition which corresponds to the
plane wave decomposition of the even-dimensional $-function (1.4). Our
assertions are as follows. The differentiability of Brownian local times is
verified in Proposition 2.1. Therefore we need to show that the Hilbert
transform of the derivative of local time exists in some sense.
Proposition 4.1. Let \2<&12&k and #2<1&k. Then the Hilbert
transform of the kth derivative of renormalized one-dimensional Brownian
local time Hk! L (t, !) exists in D
(1, \2)
#2
; i.e., there exists a limit
lim
=  0, M  
1
? |=<| y&!|<M
ky L (t, y)
!& y
dy
in D (1, \2)#2 .
The following proposition ensures the existence of the dual Radon trans-
form of Hk! L
|(t, !).
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Proposition 4.2. Assume x( # Rr){0. Let \2<&12&k and #2<
1&k. Then Hk! L
|(t, (x, |) ) is continuous in D (1r, \2)#2 with respect to
| # Sr&1.
Finally we have a decomposition in the case where r is even.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that r is even. Let L(t, x) # D:2 (t>0, x({0) # R
r,
:<1&r2) be the r-dimensional Brownian local time. Then the following
equality holds in D:2 :
L(t, x)=
(&1)1&r2
(4?) (r&1)2 |Sr&1 H
r&1
! L
|(t, (x, |) ) _(d|).
For the sake of the proofs, we introduce the Hermite function of the
second kind hn(x):
hn(x)=2n+1ex
22 |

0
e&2t
2tn sin \2xt&n?2 + dt.
It is easy to see that the following estimate holds.
Lemma 4.1. There exists a constant C such that
sup
x
|hn(x) e&x
22|C - n! n&14 (4.1)
Proof of Proposition 4.1. We easily have the chaos expansion for
ky L (t, y)
ky L (t, y)= :

n=1
In(g (k)n ( y)),
where
g (k)n (x; s1 , ..., sn)=
(&1)k
n ! |
t
s1 6 } } } 6 sn \
1
- s+
n+1
Hn+k \ y- s+
_ p1(s, x) ds 1[0, t](s1) } } } 1[0, t](sn).
As in the proof of Proposition 2.2 (proved in [8]), we have that ky L (t, y)
is continuous with respect to y in D (1, \2)#2 and that
sup
y # R
&ky L (t, y)&(#2, 1, \2+1)<.
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Therefore the integral
|
=<| y&!| <M
ky L (t, y)
!& y
dy
exists in D (1, \2)#2 and its chaos expansion is as follows:
|
=<| y&!| <M
ky L (t, y)
!& y
dy= :

n=1
In \|=<| y&!|<M
g (k)n ( y)
!& y
dy+ .
Since the Hermite polynomial admits the integral representation
Hn(x)=
2n+2
- 2?
ex
22 |

0
e&2t
2tn cos \2xt&n?2 + dt,
it holds that
1
? |=<| y&!| <M
g (k)n ( y)
!& y
dy
=
1
? |
M
=
g(k)n (!&z)& g
(k)
n (!+z)
z
dz
=
(&1)k
n ! |
t
s1 6 } } } 6 sn \
1
- s+
n+k+1 2n+k+2
?2
_|

0
e&2u
2un+k sin \2 !- s u&
n+k
2
?+
_|
M
=
sin(2zu- s)
z
dz du ds 1[0, t](s1) } } } 1[0, t](sn).
Noting that M= sin(2zu- s)z dz is bounded for all s, u, =, and M and that
lim
=  0, M   |
M
=
sin(2zu- s)
z
dz=
?
2
,
we obtain that
lim
=  0, M  
1
? |=<| y&!| <M
g (k)n ( y)
!& y
dy= g (k)n (!) in L
2, #2
n ,
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where
g (k)n (!; s1 , ..., sn)=
(&1)k
n ! 
2
? |
t
s1 6 } } } 6 sn \
1
- s+
n+k
hn+k \ !- s+
_p1(s, !) ds 1[0, t](s1) } } } 1[0, t](sn).
Since n=1 In(g
(k)
n (!)) # D
(1, \2)
#2
and
sup
=, M "|=<| y&!|<M
ky L (t, y)
!& y
dy"(#2, 1, \2) <,
we can easily show that
1
? |=<| y&!| <M
ky L (t, y)
!& y
dy  :

n=1
In(g (k)n (!)) in D
(1, \2)
#2
,
which completes the proof. K
Remark 4.1. We denote n=1 In(g
(k)
n (!)) above by H
k
! L (t, !), and it
is easy to see that Hk!L (t, !) # D
(1, \2+1)
#2
.
Applying the estimate (4.1) instead of that for Hermite polynomials, we
can obtain Proposition 4.2 in the same way as Proposition 2.2. Therefore
we omit the proof of Proposition 4.2. We only mention here that
Hk! L
|(t, (x, |) ) admits the following expansion as a generalized func-
tional of [Bs],
Hk! L
|(t, (x, |) )= :

n=1
:
|n|=n
In (g (k)n (x, |)),
where
g (k)n (x, |; s1 , ..., sn)=(&1)
k |
n
n! 
2
? |
t
s1 6 } } } 6 sn \
1
- s+
n+k
hn+k \(x, |)- s +
_p1(s, (x, |) ) ds 1[0, t](s1) } } } 1[0, t](sn), (4.2)
setting |n=|n11 } } } |
nr
r for |=(|1 , ..., |r) and n=(n1 , ..., nr).
Remark 4.2. Since Sr&1 is compact, Proposition 4.2 ensures that there
exists Sr&1 H
k
! L
|(t, (x, |) ) _(d|) in D (1r, \2)#2 .
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let n{0. From (4.2) and the inversion formula
for the Radon transform (2.3) we obtain
gn (x)=
(&1)1&r2
(4?) (r&1)2
1(12)
1(r2) |Sr&1 g
(k)
n (x, |) _(d|).
Therefore we can easily have
L (t, x)=
(&1)1&r2
(4?) (r&1)2
1(12)
1(r2) |Sr&1 H
r&1
! L
|(t, (x, |) ) _(d|).
In the case where n=0, let 8 # D(0r). Then
|
Rr
8(x) |
t
0
pr(s, x) ds dx
=
(&1)1&r2
(4?) (r&1)2
1(12)
1(r2) |Rr 8(x) |
t
0
R8 [Hr&1! p1(s, !)](x) ds dx
=
(&1)1&r2
(4?) (r&1)2
1(12)
1(r2) |
t
0
|
Sr&1
|
R
R [8](!, |) H r&1! p1(s, !) d! _(d|) ds
=(&1)r
(&1)1&r2
(4?) (r&1)2
1(12)
1(r2) |
t
0
|
Sr&1
|
R
r&1! HR [8](!, |) p1(s, !) d! _(d|) ds
=
(&1)1&r2
(4?) (r&1)2
1(12)
1(r2) |Sr&1 |R R [8](!, |)
_Hr&1! \|
t
0
p1(s, !) ds+ d! _(d|)
=
(&1)1&r2
(4?) (r&1)2
1(12)
1(r2) |Rr 8(x) R8 _Hr&1! |
t
0
p1(s, !) ds& (x) dx
holds. Therefore (&1)1&r2(4?) (r&1)2 } 1(12)1(r2) R8 [H r&1! 
t
0 p1(s, !)
ds](x) can be identified by t0 pr(s, x) ds, which completes the proof. K
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